WOMAN KIDNAPPER GIVES INTERVIEW AT COUNTY JAIL
Mrs. Boyle Denies All Knowledge of the Kidnapping. But Admits She Cared for Billy White at Cleveland.
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EARLE'S AFFINITY SEeks DIVORCE
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FALSE REPORT OF DISASTER TO BATTELSHIP
The Mississippi Nominated by Guantamano-but Rumor Proves Baseless—Young Safe at Anchor. A "Joke" by Wire- less Operators?
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MARY FARMER ELECTROCUTED AT AUBURN
Goes Bravely to Her Death Shortly After Six This Morning. Makes Consumption Exonerating Her Husband.
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MRS. BOYLE MAKES ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE
Tried to Jump From Moving Train But Is Restained By Officer.
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BRUISE LOSS IN TWO Big Fires
Business Section of Clayton, N. L. and Retained Girl Club Burned.
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CAUGHT IN A REVOLVING SHAFT
John Vatach at Bridgeport Hospital, His Left Arm Crushed and Broken Through Accident in Wool End Shed.
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NEW HAVEN LINE PLANS ROAD OVER HELL GATE BRIDGE
Will Make Connection With the Pennsylvania at a Cost of $25,000,000.
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